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Abstract

The current study aims at investigating teachers’ and students’ attitudes towards

the importance of raising EFL students’ self confidence in enhancing their

speaking skill. This research followed a descriptive method, using a questionnaire

as a data collection tool. The questionnaires were addressed to 10 oral expression

teachers and 34 second year LMD students at the English department at Larbi

Ben M’hidi University. The obtained data demonstrated that self-confidence has a

great impact on the students’ achievement as it is considered as one of the

effective psychological factors that strongly affects the students’ oral

performance. On the basis of these findings the hypothesis is confirmed, and it

has been proved that self-confidence is a significant factor that facilitates   the

mastering of the speaking skill.
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General Introduction

1. Statement of the Problem

The ability to communicate with others and to speak the language fluently is the

main objective that most EFL learners seek to realize. It has been noticed that EFL students

face many problems when they are required to speak and express their thoughts in front of

their teachers and classmates. This may cause unwillingness to take part in the activities

implemented in the classroom, and a weakness or a failure in the results accomplished in

their academic career.

In fact, many factors interfere and cause this feeling of reluctance and low level of

confidence, and since this latter is considered as a crucial factor that may contribute

positively or negatively in the achievement of the students in the classroom especially in

oral classes. Teachers and pedagogues should pay attention to this crucial issue.

Checking attitudes of both teachers and second year EFL students towards

the importance of raising the students’ self-confidence for the purpose of boosting their

oral performance is the objective of this current research.

2. Aims of the study

In order to shed light on the role that self-confidence plays in improving the

students’ achievement, this study aims at investigating both teachers’ and second year EFL

learners’ attitudes towards the importance of raising the students’ self-confidence for the

purpose of boosting their oral performance.
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3.The research questions and Hypothesis

3.1. Research Questions

This research aims at addressing the following questions:

- What are the attitudes of oral expression teachers and second year EFL students

towards the effectiveness of raising the EFL students’ self-confidence in improving

their speaking skill?

3.2. Research Hypothesis

To answer the above question, it is hypothesized that:

Teachers and students have positive attitudes towards the importance of raising the EFL

students’ self-confidence in improving their speaking skill.

4. Means of the Study

The methodological procedure followed in conducting this research is the

descriptive method. The research is based on knowing the importance of self-confidence in

helping 2ndyear LMD students of English department to improve and enhance their

speaking skill. In this study the data are gathered via teachers’ and students’

questionnaires. A questionnaire for oral expression teachers at the English department of

Larbi Ben M’hidi University, to check the different standing points they have about the

aforementioned variables, and another questionnaire which is addressed for

2ndyearEnglish students of the same university and for the same purpose.
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5. Structure of the Study

The present study is made up of two chapters.  The first one represents a theoretical

part, whereas the second chapter is determined for the practical part. The theoretical part is

also composed of two sections, each section deals one variable. So, section one deals with

the speaking skill,   its definition, importance and types of speaking. It also deals with the

various factors that influence the EFL students’ speaking skill, the role that teachers play in

teaching oral skill and finally the assessment of speaking skill. while the second section

reviews self-confidence, its importance in learning a language, the characteristics of the

students who have a high level of self-confidence and those with low level of confidence,

and at the end,  it provides some steps of developing students’ self-confidence.

The second chapter is devoted to the description of both teachers’ and students’

questionnaires, and the discussion of the findings obtained.  Furthermore,

recommendations for further research works and the limitations of the study are also

included.
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Section One:  Speaking Skill

Introduction

Teaching English as a foreign language requires the development of some skills.

Receptive skills which are listening and reading, and productive skills which include

writing and speaking. Speaking skill is considered as the most important skill for EFL

learners because it helps them to communicate effectively with others, exchange

ideas…etc.

In this section light is shed  on speaking skill and its various definitions, its

importance,  types, classroom speaking activities,  its assessment, the factors that affect

student’s speaking skill are also provided and the role of the teacher as well .

.1.1.1 Definition of Speaking Skill

The mastery of speaking skills in English as a foreign language seems to be a

priority for many EFL learners. There are various definitions of speaking that are claimed

by many scholars and researchers. According to Hedge (2000) speaking is “ a skill by

which they (i. e people) are judged while first impressions are being informed” (p.261).

This means that we may assess the students’ level of the English language through the way

they speak; so, we can form an impression about them to check whether or not they have a

certain level in English. Their speaking reflects how well they master the   language.

Chaney (1998) declares that “speaking is a process of building and sharing

meaning through the use of verbal and non- verbal symbols in variety of contexts ”

(p. 13). So, speaking skill is based on using verbal (spoken language) and non –verbal

(body language and gestures). Luoma (2000) states that “speaking in a foreign language is
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very difficult and competence in speaking takes a long time to develop (p. 1). Speaking

skill is not an easy activity it requires time and practice to be developed.

In addition to that Thornbury declares that (2005) “speaking is so much a part of

daily life that we take it for granted” (p. 1). So, speaking has a significant   role in the

students’ learning career and it must be acquired in a professional way.

1.1.2. The Importance of Speaking

According to Nunan (1991) “To most people mastering the art of speaking is the

most important aspect of learning a second and foreign language and success is measured

in terms of ability to carry out a conversation”(p.39). This means that speaking as a

productive skill is very important in the learning process, and the success is shown

through the ability of people to convey a message and interact with others. Most of

researchers see speaking as an essential skill in learning and teaching a target language.

According to Hedge( 2000 ) “ they (i. e) students may need this skill  for a variety of

reasons, for example to keep up rapport in relationships , influence people, and win or lose

negotiations” .This means that speaking skill helps people to make relationships with other

and negotiate with them.

According to Ur (1991):

Of all four skills (listening, speaking, reading and writing) speaking

seems intuitively the most important: people who know a language are

referred to as speakers of that language, as if speaking included all other

kinds of knowing. And may if not most foreign language learners are

primarily interested in learning to speak (p. 120).
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So, speaking is very important and the aim of most EFL learners is mastering

the speaking skill.

Lindsay and Knights (2006) state that

We speak for many reasons to be social, because we want something for

someone, because we want other people to do something , to do

something for someone else, to respond to someone else , to express our

feelings or opinions about something , to exchange information to refer

to an action or event in past, present , or future , the possibility of

something, and so on .( p. 57) .

Through speaking ability people create social relationship, express their

feelings and ideas and exchange knowledge. It is the skill that we cannot

attain anything without it.

1.1.3. Types of Speaking

According to (Brown 2004) speaking skill is divided into five categories which are:

1.1.3.1. Imitative speaking

Imitative speaking is the capacity to parrot back or utter a word, phrase or even a

sentence, and this is linked more to the phonetics of the language. Various properties of

language like lexis and grammar are included in this performance, with a focus on

pronunciation to convey a real meaning and participate in a conversation.

(Brown, 2004, p.141)
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1.1.3.2. Intensive Speaking

Intensive speaking is more related to the assessment. It is the production of short

stretches of oral performance for which they aim to demonstrate competence in narrow

band of grammatical, phrasal, phonological relationships such as intonation and rhythm.

Also, the speaker should pay his/her attention to the semantic properties in order to be

able to react. In addition to that, this kind of speaking contains assessment tasks such as

sentence and dialogue completion, reading aloud and directed response tasks.

(Brown, 2004, p. 141)

1.1.3.3. Responsive Speaking

This type includes assessment activities for example interaction but at limited level

of short conversation , small speech , requests and comments ; its objective is preserving

authenticity of one or more follow up questions. For example:

A. Mary: excuse me, do you have the time?

Doug:   yeah, nine fifteen.

B. T:     what is the most urgent environmental problem today?

S: I would say massive deforestation.

(Brown, 2004, p.142)

1.1.3.4. Interactive Speaking

Interactive speaking and responsive speaking are different   in terms of the

complexity and length of the interaction. Interaction in this type takes two forms:
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Transactional language has the purpose of exchanging specific information, while

interpersonal language aims to maintain social relationships. Oral production in

interpersonal language can become more difficult and complex if the speaker uses

colloquial language, ellipsis, humor and casual register.

(Brown, 2004, p.142)

1.1.3.5. Extensive Speaking (monologue)

This category of speaking includes oral production activities like story- telling and

oral presentation. Language style in this type is formal. The informal language cannot be

used in this case.

(Brown, 2004, p.142)

1.1.4. Classroom Speaking Activities

There are many classroom speaking activities which teachers can use to enhance

students’ speaking skill.

1.1.4.1. Acting from a Script

In this activity, students can act out dialogues or scenes either from plays or

course books .Teacher here should be careful while selecting who will start to perform

first. Teachers must create a comfortable atmosphere to help students perform better.

Teachers should give students a chance to prepare well before the performance.

(Harmer, 2001)
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1.1.4.2. Communication Games

The aim behind designing those games is to create a kind of communication

between students. Teachers may use information gap activity   so, that one student has the

right to talk with his classmate to solve a puzzle, draw a picture, organize things and

figure out the differences and similarities between pictures. Also, teachers can rely on

television and radio games to enhance their students’ fluency.

(Harmer, 2001)

1.1.4.3. Discussion

It is another kind of activities which may help students to develop their critical

thinking, and allow them to express their ideas about any topic. Also they will learn how

to persuade   others in polite ways when they have different views .According to

Thornbury (2005) “teachers would agree that the best discussion in class are those that

arise   spontaneously, either because of something personal that a learner reports, or

because of topic   ” (p.102).

1.1.4.4. Prepared Talk

A common type of activity is the prepared talk  in which a student can choose a

topic  then present it in front of his/her classmates. Such talks are prepared before and they

are written. A Student here can speak from his/her notes rather than from a script.

(Harmer, 2001)
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1.1.4.5. Role Play

Students in this activity are asked to act and play different roles in different

situations. Teachers can ask them for example to play a role of a guest at party or a waiter

at a restaurant. In addition to that Harmer (1998) argues that “role play is more than just

play acting; it offers chances for rehearsal and engagement that some other activities fail to

give” (p. 94). This means that role play activity is very important because it helps learners

to improve their speaking skill and make them enjoy.

1.1.5. Factors influencing speaking skill

There are several factors that affect mastering the speaking skill:

1.1.5.1. Excessive use of mother tongue

Learners generally make an overuse of their mother tongue especially in the

activities of oral skill, students when are questioned to do speaking activity immediately

lead off thinking about any subject in their mother tongue then translate it in English .

1.1.5.2. Lack of proper vocabulary

Another problem that face the EFL learners is the misuse of appropriate words   in

the context. This occurs due to the lack of vocabulary and this may lead to fail in

communication process. As a result learners will give incorrect statements in their speech.

1.1.5.3. Lack of subject matter

Another common issue that has been observed in EFL classes is that students

thought they have nothing to say on specific topics .In fact, they may feel bored or see

that topic is not relevant to what they know.
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1.1.5.4. Fear of mistakes

Fear of mistakes is considered as one of the main factors that prevent students to

speak English inside classroom. Aftat (2008) says that this fear is may be related to the

problem of negative assessment and correction of the teacher or from being mocked by

other students (as cited in Juhana 101). Furthermore, Juhana (2012) says that it is very

important for the teacher to persuade their students that mistakes are part of learning, and

encourage them to take part in the activities that are implemented in the classroom.

1.1.5.5. Lack of self- confidence

Students who are less confident feel uncomfortable during speaking activities ,

also they do not have the ability to do oral tasks , and this represent a threat for them

They lack trust in their abilities and they fail in achieving their goals .(jamila.161) .So, self

-confidence is an important factor to acquire a target language .

1.1.6. The Role of the Teacher

Teachers play an important role in EFL classes. They may contribute positively in

helping their students master the speaking skill.

(Harmer, 2001)

1.1.6.1 Prompter

Students sometimes face problems when they speak in classroom for example they     do

not have knowledge about a topic. In this situation the role of the teacher is keeping them

struggle with those problems in order to learn by themselves. (Harmer, 2001)
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1.1.6. 2. Participant

Teacher can participate in speaking activities such as role play and discussion, and

This may help the students to participate and feel confident when they speak. This means

that both teacher and student have equal role to be achieved, this latter will make the

students feel relaxed and at ease.

(Harmer, 2001)

1.1.6.3. Tutor

When students work on projects, or make debates, the teacher here can act as a

tutor for his students and give them necessary instructions in order to succeed.

(Harmer, 2001)

1.1.6.4. Organiser

The role of the teacher is to organize learners to do different activities. This

requires giving them guidelines and information also dividing them into groups. Harmer

(2001) states that “ the first thing that teachers need to do when organizing something is

to get students involved, engaged and ready” (p.58).

1.1.7. Assessment of Speaking

The assessment is very important in the teaching and learning processes, it helps the

teacher to evaluate the performance of their learners. Kyriacou (2007) says that”

assessment is an activity used to appraise pupils’ performance ” (p. 105). While, Griffin

(2009, p. 25) describes assessment as:
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A process of gathering, interpreting and using information about

learning. The process of gathering can take many forms, from

tests to performance or work samples. The interpretation usually

involves some of measurement or coding and their use leads to

decisions about teaching and learning.

So, assessment is used as a process to collect data about the performance

of the students, it can take various forms such as tests. So the teacher will

check the results, then make a decision about the learning and teaching

operations and the students’ level.

Luoma (2004) argues that “from a testing perspective, speaking is

special because of its interactive nature” (p.170). Thus, through

interaction process speaking will be measured and assessed.

Harris and McCann (1994) declare that assessing oral performance of each student

is very difficult. They say that it is better for the teacher to focus on activities such as role

play,   simulation. In addition , Harris and McCann claim that teachers should establish

some criteria for assessment before students start the task, like fluency , lack of hesitation

relevance , interest of the performance , pronunciation(Rhythm , intonation ) , grammatical

accuracy  and suitable vocabulary . Besides, selecting the suitable criteria depends on the

students’ level.
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Conclusion

Speaking skill is the basis of any language, because via this ability learners

interact with each other, exchange different ideas and reach many purposes. So, it is a key

for an effective communication. In addition to that, speaking skill is a destination of many

EFL students whom they always try to master, despite the factors and troubles that may

encounter them during their learning process. Moreover, the enhancement of this

productive skill needs an active use of language and sufficient knowledge, because it is not

an easy task and it is somehow challenging.
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Section Two: Self Confidence

Introduction

Human psychology has a significant part in any learning situation. English

speaking is one of the most skills that is influenced by human psychology (Haidara, p.

1501). There are many psychological factors that affect negatively the development of

learners’ speaking skill for example anxiety,   shyness and lack of self-confidence. So,

having lack of confidence is one of those factors that may deprive students to speak the

language fluently.

This section will focus on the concept of self-confidence,   its definition, its

importance also some strategies to help students to become more confident in their

learning, and it also provides the characteristics of the students with a high level of self-

confidence and those who are less confident.

1.2.1 Definition of Self-confidence

Self- confidence is one of the most crucial factors that help students to achieve

better results. There are many researchers who define self-confidence. Murray (2006)

says that “confidence is defined in my dictionary as firm trust. If you are confident about

something, you don’t worry about its outcomes. You just take it for granted that it will go

well” (p. 53). Thus, confident and capable learners always are satisfied about the results

because they trust their abilities.

While Basavanna (1975) states that self- confidence refers to an individual’s

perceived ability to act effectively to overcome obstacles and to get things go all right”(as
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cited in Goal 2012,p.90) . So, self –confidence refers to the capacity of the learner to

achieve the success regardless to the challenges.

Gruber (2010) declares that self-confidence is an attitude that you hold about

yourself that allows you to move forward and achieve your goals” (as cited in Andini, p.5)

which means that self- confidence allows the individual to carry on and look away to reach

the desired goals. In addition to that Burton and Platts (2006) claim that” confidence is

not about feeling good inside, although it’s a bonus if you do” (p. 10). This means that

self- confidence does not mean how you feel inside, it means to be able to do something.

1.2.2 The Importance of Self- Confidence

Self- confidence has an effective role in learning a foreign language.

According to Preston (2001, p. 7):

Confidence is crucial to a happy and fulfilling life. It influences your

success at work, your family life, relationships and leisure activities. It

affects your performance in everything you do. A belief in one’s self is a

greatest asset of all.

So, self -confidence has an impact on one’s life, performance and success.

Self- confidence is very important because it pushes student to learn a

language regardless to the problems that may encounter them during learning ,

also confident learners never give up they always struggle in order to

succeed.(Ni,2012) . While Cole et al. (2007) noted that “increasing your learners’

confidence will help them to develop their skills” (p. 20). Consequently, high
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self –confidence will make the learner able to improve his or her skills. Kakepoto

2007) points out that” confidence is aspect of any good presentation. It provides

impetus to speakers to communicate his or her ideas effectively. Due to

confidence speakers maintain direct communication with audience “(p.71). Thus,

self- confidence is a significant aspect for a good presentation, it helps the speaker

to communicate effectively without barriers and transmit knowledge to the

audience easily.

1.2.3. Characteristics of Students with Low Self-confidence

According to Wright (2009, p. 10) there are many characteristics of students who are less

confident:

1. They are fearful of change: they are always afraid about the future and they do

not have the ability to take a challenge.

2. They are pessimistic and tend to see the glass as half empty: they see other

people responsible to their failure and they do not refer it to their personalities and

their choices.

3. They have difficulty communicating what they really want from life: they focus

on things that have no value.

4. They want to please others than be true to themselves: their goal is to make

others satisfied and happy, rather than achieving their ambitions.

5. They are insecured and are drawn to others who also see themselves as

victims: They are always frustrated and have no dreams to be successful in their

life and their learning.
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1.2.4. Characteristics of Students with High Self-confidence

In addition to the above mentioned characteristics, Wright   (2009, p. 26) states that there

are some other characteristics that distinguish the students who have high level of self –

confidence.

1. They are ambitious: they have great dreams and they want to make them real in

their life.

2. They are goal oriented: they never surrender to difficulties they always fight to

achieve their goals.

3. They are visionary: they always have positive vision even if they fail, they believe

in themselves.

4. They have learned to communicate: they know how and when to communicate,

they listen to others attentively.

5. They are loving and kind: they build good relationships with others because they

have self- image.

6. They are attractive and open to others: confident people are loved and attracted

by others and this is due to their beautiful spirit.

1.2.4 Steps for Developing Self- Confidence

Reaching success needs learners to develop their self-confidence .According to

Goldsmith (2010) there are some steps to build self-confidence which are:

 Negatively kills confidence : Living in harsh environment that frustrate

individual will kill someone’s confidence and dream ,so student should
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be aware about what others say about him/her , also he/she should battle

to reach his/her objective.

 Be patient with your- self: Goldsmith (2010) says that” self-

confidence doesn’t come from sitting your hands and waiting for

something to happen” (p.26). So that, individual should take a risk to

achieve his purpose and be patient in his self: in this context Goldsmith

(2010) argues that” patience may be a virtue, but it is also a necessity

in achieving and living a self-confidence life” (p.27).

 Be prepared: Goldsmith (2010) says that” preparation is your friend,

and not nearly as painful as you think. It is also a necessity when it

comes to gaining greater self- confidence” (p.29) .This means that

preparation help students to build their self- confidence, also make

them feel safe.

 Practice, practice, practice: practice may help a learner to get better

and to be confident. Goldsmith (2010)   declares   that “ when you

know you are great at what you do , your  confidence is far less likely to

be shaken ” (p.164) .

Conclusion

Self- confidence is extremely important in every aspect of our daily life.  Yet many

people fight in order to get it. EFL students who lack self-confidence can find success

very difficult to be achieved in their acquisition of the language. Furthermore, self-

confidence is very important in the learning process, it helps a learner to actively take part

in the various classroom oral activities. So, confident learners are good speaker.
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Introduction

The present work is designed for the aim of investigating teachers and students’

perceptions towards the importance of self–confidence as an effective factor to develop

EFL learners’ speaking skill. The previous chapter tackled the literature review of both

variables speaking skill and self-confidence. However, this chapter focuses on the tool of

research, which is the questionnaire, the sample and the analysis of the questionnaires.

Besides, pedagogical implications and limitations of the study are also provided in this

chapter.

2. 1. Method

Since this research aims to describe the perceptions and the attitudes of teachers

and students about the importance of self-confidence in enhancing EFL learners’ speaking

ability. So, the appropriate method for this work is the descriptive method. Thus, the

questionnaire is a suitable tool for gathering data of both English   teachers and students

at Larbi Ben M’hidi University.

2. 2.  Definition of questionnaires

Brown 2001 declares that” questionnaires are any written  instruments that present

respondents with a series of questions or statements to which they are to react either by

writing out their answers or selecting from among existing answers”( as cited in Dorney

2003, p. 6). The questionnaire is an easy tool for gathering data, also it is quick and

cheap and may cover a large number of participants from a different geographical areas

(Walliman 2011). Willson and McLean   (1994) argue that” the questionnaire is a widely
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used and useful instrument for collecting survey information, providing structured, often

numerical data, being able to be administered without the presence of the researcher “ (as

cited in Cohen, Manion and Morrison 2007, p. 317).

2.3. Sampling and Population

Dorneyi (2003) argues that “the sample is the group of people whom the

researchers actually examine and the population is the group of people whom the survey is

about”(p. 71).In this sense Sari and Gallhofer (2007) say that “sampling is a procedure to

select a limited number of units from a population to describe this population.”(p.09)

The sample of this research is made up of 10 oral expression teachers of English at L arbi

Ben M’hidi University. In addition, this study addressed 34 second year EFL students who

are selected randomly from a whole population that consists of 238 students.

2.4. Description of the Students’ Questionnaire

The students’ questionnaire includes 15 questions divided into four sections.

Section one: Student’s Background Knowledge (Q1-Q4)

This section contains four questions. It covers the students’ age, gender,

their choice of studying English, and their level in the English language in general.

Section Two: Speaking Skill (Q5-Q8)

This section includes four questions to check the students’ knowledge of the speaking

skill. First, they are asked about the importance of speaking skill in mastering the English

language. Moreover, in (Q6) they are questioned whether mastering speaking skill is
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reflected through participation in oral activities or not. Then, (Q7) is related to students’

participation in the speaking activities implemented in the classroom. In (Q8) the students

are asked about the obstacles they face when they are required to speak.

Section Three: Self-confidence (Q9-Q10)

(Q9) emphasizes the importance of being confident in learning a foreign language. In

Addition, (Q10) requires the students to claim whether or not they feel confident when

they speak in front of their teacher and their classmates, and if their answer is no, they are

supposed to explain the reasons behind having low level of confidence in themselves .

Section Four: Speaking Skill and Self-confidence (Q11-Q15)

In this section the respondents are asked about the relationship between having confidence

and the results that one can achieve. Also, they are questioned about the role of teachers in

raising their students’ level of confidence (Q12). (Q13) is about the effective strategies that

can be applied to raise the students’ confidence. (Q15) requires the students to add

comments and further suggestions about the topic.

2.5. Analysis of the Students’ Questionnaire

Section one: Background Knowledge

(Q1): Age
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Option Subjects Percentage

18-20 25 73.53

21_23 09 26.47

Total 34 100

Table01: Students’ Age

Figure01: Students’ Age

The results show that the majority of second year learners aged between 18 and 20 years

(73.53%), and 26.47 aged between 21-23 years.

Q2: Gender
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Gender Subjects Percentage%

Male 10 29.4%

Female 24 70.6%

Total 34 100%

Table02: Students’ Gender

Figure02: Students’ Gender

We observed that the majority of participants are females representing (70.6) out

of the total number, while males represent (29.4). This may imply that girls are

more interested in studying the English language in Oum El Bouaghi University.

Q3: Studying English is a personal choice?
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Option Subjects Percentage%

Yes 28 82.35%

No 06 17.65%

Total 34 100%

Table03: Students’ Preference of Studying English

Figure03: Students’ Preference of Studying English

The findings indicate that (82.35 ) of the respondents claimed that English language was

their choice, while (17.65) said that it was not their personal choice. This may explain

the lack of perseverance that they have towards studying and achieving better results.

Q4: How is your level in English?
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Option Subjects Percentage

Very good 2 5.88%

Good 18 52.94%

Average 13 38.24%

Weak 1 2.94%

total 34 100%

Table04: Students’ Level in English

Figure04: Students’ Level in English

The results show that half of the participants claimed that their level in English is good

with (52.94), whereas (38.24) of the students consider their level in English as average.

However, two participants said that their level in English is very good (5.88), and one

student stated that his/her level is weak (2.94).
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Section Two: Speaking Skill

Q5: Do you think that speaking skill is important in mastering the English language?

Option Subjects percentage

Yes 34 100%

No 00 00%

Total 34 100%

Table05: Students’ Perception about the Importance of Speaking Skill

Figure05 : Students’ Perception about the Importance of Speaking Skill

The up figure indicates that the whole sample agree that speaking skill is very important in

mastering the English language, according to them through speaking skill people

communicate with others and exchange different ideas.
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Q06: Mastering speaking skill is reflected through classroom participation in the oral

activities?

Option Subjects Percentage

Strongly agree 12 35.29%

Agree 15 44.11%

Strongly

disagree

02 5.88%

Disagree 00 00%

Neutral 05 14.70%

Total 34 100%

Table06: Students’ Views towards Participation in the Oral Activities

Figure06: Students’ Views towards Participation in the Oral Activities
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The up figure demonstrates that (35.29) of the students strongly agree on the point that

mastering speaking skill is reflected through classroom participation in the oral activities,

if a student takes part in the classroom this means that he/she is at least having a satisfying

level. However (44.11) agree with 15 participants, (14.7) stayed neutral, and two

respondents disagreed (5.88).

Q07: How often do you participate in oral activities?

a. Always

b. Sometimes

c. Rarely

d. Never

Option Subjects Percentage

Always 08 23.53%

Sometimes 20 58.82%

Rarely 06 17.65%

Never 00 00%

Total 34 100%

Table07: The Frequency of Students’ Participation
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Figure07: The Frequency of Students’ Participation

The figure shows that 08 students who represent (23.53) picked always participate in the

oral activities dealt with in the classroom, whereas 20 participants (58.82) claimed that

they sometimes participate, and 06 students with (17.65) picked rarely. The results

displayed indicate that no student picked never.

If your choice is b, c or d answer the following question

Q08: Do you face difficulties when you speak the English language?

Option Subjects Percentage

Yes 13 38.24%

No 21 61.76%

Total 34 100%

Table08: Students’ Opinion about Speaking Skill
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Figure08: Students’ Opinion about Speaking Skill

The majority of the students (61.76) stated that they face problems when they are asked

to express their thoughts, which means that speaking skill is not an easy skill for them,

while (38.24) said that they do not have any trouble when speaking the English language.

Section Three: Self- confidence

Q09: Do you think that being confident is an important factor in learning the foreign

language?

Option Subjects Percentage

Yes 34 100%

No 00 00%

Total 34 100%

Table09: Students’ Attitudes towards the Importance of Self –confidence
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Figure09: Students’ Attitudes towards the Importance of Self-confidecne

The up figure shows the agreement of all students on the idea that self–confidence is an

important factor in learning a foreign language. Thus, a confident learner may adapt

himself with the learning atmosphere, and can achieve his goals of learning and improves

his level in acquiring the language easily.

Q10: Do you always feel confident when you speak in front of your teacher and your

classmates?

Option Subjects Percentage

Yes 12 35.29%

No 22 64.71%

Total 34 100%

Table10: Students’ Level of Confidence
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Figure10 : Students’ Level of Confidence

The figure above shows that (64.71) of the students said that when they speak in front of

their teacher and their classmates they always feel confident, while (35.29) declared that

they do not feel confident enough.

If no what are the reasons behind having low level of confidence in yourself?

Four reasons were presented that cause the students to have a low level of confidence, to

see the most relevant reason that obstructs speaking skill. Accordingly, high percentage

goes to fear of making mistakes with (59.09), Eight students (36.36) stated that the

main reasons are both fear of making mistakes and deficient vocabulary while (4.55 )

declared that deficient vocabulary makes them less confident to speak the target language.

There are other reasons that the students add and which make them having low level of self

–confidence which are: Shyness, anxiety and the fear of being criticized by the teacher in

front of their classmates.
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Section Four: Speaking skill and Self- confidence

Q11: Do you think that having confidence in yourself helps you improve your speaking

ability?

Table11: Students’ Opinion about the Role of Self-confidence in Improving Speaking

Figure11: Students’ Opinion about the Role of Self-confidence in Improving Speaking

The data displayed indicates that all the participants consider self-confidence as an

important factor that affects the students’ motivation to learn. So, it plays an important role

in improving the students’ speaking skill. According to them, self-confidence makes a

Option Subjects Percentage

Yes 34 100%

No 00 00%

Total 34 100%
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learner feel comfortable when they speak even when he/she makes mistakes. So, being

confident is a first step to boost the oral performance.

Q12: Teachers play an important role in raising their students’ level of confidence.

a. Strongly agree

b. Agree

c. Strongly disagree

d. Disagree

e. Neutral

Option Subjects percentage

Strongly agree 15 44.12%

Agree 13 38.24%

Strongly

disagree

02 5.88%

Disagree 03 8.82%

Neutral 01 2.94%

Total 34 100

Table12: Teachers’ role in Raising Students’ Level of Confidence
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Figure12 : Teachers’ Role in Raising the Students’ Level of Confidence

The data shows that a high percentage of the students (44.12) strongly agreed

that teachers play a crucial role in raising the students’ level of confidence. Besides,

(38.24) agreed. Whereas, (5.88) strongly disagreed, and (8.82) of students disagreed

with the aforementioned idea, and just one student was neutral (2.94). So, not all the

participants are aware about the role of teachers in the classroom with their feedback and

how this latter determines their level of confidence.

Q13: what are the effective strategies that can be applied to raise the students’ level of

confidence?

a. Using various oral activities

b. Using positive feedback

c. Using humour while teaching
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Option Subjects Percentage

a 08 23.54%

a+ c 11 32.35%

a+ b 02 5.88%

c 10 29.41%

b 03 8.82%

Total 34 100

Table13: Effective Strategies to Raise students’ Level of Confidence

Figure13 : Effective Strategies to Raise Students’ Level of Confidence

As it is shown in the above figure, several strategies were suggested for the students who

are asked to pick the most effective ones for them. In this way, using various oral activities
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and using positive feedback were the most effective techniques with a high percentage of

(32.35). Then, using humour with a percentage of (29.41), while using various oral

activities represents (23.54). Some students selected positive feedback with a percentage

of (8.82) and others choose both using various oral activities and using positive

feedback.

Q14: Do you think that working in pairs or in groups help you raise your self-confidence?

Option Subjects percentage

Yes 26 76.47%

No 08 23.53%

Total 34 100%

Table14: Students Views towards working in Pairs

Figure14 : Students’ Views towards working in pairs
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The Obtained data shows that most of the participants prefer working in pairs rather than

working individually with a percentage of (76.47) and they see group work as an aid for

them to raise their self-confidence, whereas (23.53) disagreed with that idea. This may

explain that the participants prefer cooperative work because they help each other while

doing the task given to them.

Q15: please you may add any further information concerning the importance of raising

self-confidence in enhancing EFL learners’ speaking skill.

Only 11 students from a total number of   (34) added comments about the role that

confidence plays in improving students’ oral performance. They all showed agreement that

self–confidence is an important element for a good learning. Others advised learners to

watch videos that are related to self-confidence in order to raise their level of self-

confidence and get motivated. In addition, others said that teachers should use positive

feedback when they assess students ’speaking skill for not frustrating them.

2.6. Discussion of the Findings of Students’ Questionnaire

The analysis of students’ questionnaire gave us a clear picture about their attitudes

towards the speaking skill and self-confidence. So, they consider speaking as one of the

most important skills that has to be acquired for the successful mastery of the foreign

language. Although, their attempt to participate in the various activities teachers

implement in the classroom, but they face obstacles and difficulties that affect their image

about themselves, and their feeling of confidence.
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Furthermore, they claimed that they are not confident enough when they are

required to speak in front of their teachers and their classmates. The most important

reasons behind this problem are deficient vocabulary, anxiety and fear of making…etc.

However, effective strategies and techniques are needed in order to raise their level

of confidence and to motivate them as for instance using various oral activities that would

break the routine and allow the students to enjoy and participate, using positive feedback

and motivation, adopting group work when assigning tasks for the students to lower their

anxiety. In brief, it is deduced if the student have a high  level of self-confidence, their

speaking ability will greatly improved.
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2.7. Description of the Teachers’ Questionnaire

Teachers’ questionnaire includes 13 questions grouped into four sections:

Background knowledge, speaking skill, self- confidence, speaking skill and self-

confidence. Each section contains number of questions.

Section One: Background knowledge (Q1-Q3)

In this section there are three questions, teachers’ gender, degrees’ held and their years of

experience in teaching English.

Section Two: Speaking skill (Q04-Q07)

This section contains four questions. The first one is related to the teachers’ evaluation of

their students’ level in oral performance (Q04). In (Q05) teachers are asked about the

activities they apply in oral session, then they are questioned if those activities are

important or not (Q06), while in (Q07) teachers are asked if they are satisfied about their

students’ participation in the classroom.

Section Three: Self- confidence (Q08-Q09)

This section tackles the effective role that confidence plays in motivating the students to

take part in the classroom. The teachers are asked about its role in improving the students’

English language (Q08), also teachers are asked whether their students are confident

enough when they required to speak, then to justify their choice (Q09).
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Section Four: Speaking Skill and Self – confidence (Q10-Q13)

This section is devoted to the teachers’ attitudes towards the relationship that exist between

self-confidence and the speaking ability. So, they are asked first about whether being

confident helps the students to improve their speaking ability (Q10), also teachers are

questioned about their awareness of the importance of developing their students’ self-

confidence, and how they do that (Q11). In addition to their preferable strategy of

encouraging their students to be confident in themselves (Q12). The last question

emphasizes the effective strategies that can be applied to raise the EFL students’

confidence.

2.8. Analysis of the Results of Teachers’ Questionnaire

Section One: Background Knowledge

Q01: Gender

Option Subjects Percentage

Male 03 30

Female 07 70

Total 10 100

Table15: Teachers’ Gender
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Figure15: Teachers’ Gender

It is noticed that the majority of teachers are females (70%). While (30%) are males.

Q02: Degrees’ held

option subjects percentage

Master 01 10

Magister 07 70

Doctorate 02 20

Total 10 100

Table16: Teachers’ Degrees
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Figure16 : Teachers’ Degrees

The data denotes that the majority of teachers have a magister degree (70%), whereas

teachers with doctorate represent (20%), and teachers with master degree represent  (10%).

Q03: How long have you been teaching oral expression?

Option Subjects percentage

01-05 08 80

05-10 01 10%

10-15 01 10

Total 10 100

Table17: Teachers’ Years of Experience in Teaching English Language
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Figure17 : Teachers’ Years of  Experience  in Teaching English Language

From the figure up we observed that( 80%) of the teachers have spent between 01 to 05

years in teaching English , while two teachers with the same percentage (10%)  have an

experience that is around the period of (05 to 10) and the other (10%) taught English for a

period that extends between (10 to 15)  years.

Section Two: Speaking Skill

Option Subjects Percentage

Very good 00 00

Good 04 40

Average 05 50

Weak 01 10

Total 10 100
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Table18: Teachers’ Evaluation on Students’ Level in Oral Performance

Figure18 : Teachers’ Evaluation on Students’ Level in Oral Performance

Regarding to the results it is observed that the majority of the teachers argued that their

students’ level in oral performance is average (50%).  While (40%) said that their level is

good, and one teacher (10%) opted for the weak level.

Q05: What are the speaking activities that you apply when you teach oral session?

a. Debates and discussion

b. Role plays

c. Communicative games

d. Listening tasks
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Option Subjects percentage

A+ c+ d+ b 04 40

A+ b+ d 03 30

A+ b+ c 01 10

B+ c+ d 01 10

A+ d 01 10

Total 10 100

Table19: Speaking Activities that Implemented in the Classroom

Figure19: Speaking Activities that Implemented in the Classroom
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It is noticed above that (40%) of teachers picked various activities as debates and

discussion, role – plays, communicative games and listening tasks, while (30%) of

the teachers choose debates, role plays and listening tasks. (10%) of the respondents

picked debates and listening tasks. However, Debates, role plays and communicative

games were chosen by another (10%). A participant claimed that he/she uses role

plays, communicative games and listening tasks in his/her classroom. The respondents

also, added  other activities like oral presentation to help their students  enhance their

speaking capacity on one hand and to train them to be more confident in themselves.

Q06: Do you see that the aforementioned activities help students to participate in

classroom?

Option Subjects Percentage%

Yes 10 100

No 00 00

Total 10 100

Table20: Teachers’ Opinion towards the Importance of Speaking Activities
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Figure20 : Teachers’ Opinion about the Importance of Speaking Activities

The whole assigned sample agreed that using various speaking activities would be of a

great help for the students, they motivate them to participate in the classroom. They help

break the routine because they are not taught to speak the English language via one activity

but different ones.

Q07: Are you satisfied about your students’ participation in the oral activities?

Option Subjects Percentage

Yes 05 50

No 05 50

Total 10 100

Table 21: Teachers’ Attitudes about Students’ Participation in the Oral Activities
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Figure21 : Teachers’ Attitudes about Students’ Participation in the oral Activities

The data displayed shows that half  of the teachers (50%) are satisfied about their

students’ participation in the classroom, while the rest half are not satisfied ,and they

justified their answer by saying that their students still suffer from anxiety and shyness

which affect them negatively and hinder them from participation.

Section Three: Self- confidence

Q08: Being confident helps your students improve their level in English?

a. Strongly agree

b. agree

c. strongly disagree

d. disagree

e. neutral
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Option Subjects Percentage%

Strongly agree 06 60

agree 04 40

Strongly

disagree

00 00

disagree 00 00

neutral 00 00

Total 10 100

Table22: The Importance of Self-confidence in Improving Students’ Level in English

Language.

Figure 22 : The Importance of Self-confidence in Improving Students’ Level in English

Language
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The data demonstrates that a high percentage of teachers (60) strongly agreed that self-

confidence helps the learners to enhance and develop their English language, while (40%)

agreed. This may explain the crucial significance of confidence which may affect either

positively or negatively the students’ level in acquiring the target language in general.

Q09: Do you think that your students are confident enough when they are required to

speak in front of their classmates?

Option Subjects Percentage

Yes 01 10

No 09 90

Total 10 100

Table 23: Teachers’ Perspective of the Students’ Self- confidence

Figure23:  Teachers’ Perspective of the Students’ Self_ confidence
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As it is shown in the above figure (90%) of the participants argued that their students are

not confident enough when they are required to speak in front of them and their

classmates, whereas 10% said that their students show confidence during oral

performances in the classroom. According to the (90%) respondents, there are many

reasons that deprive the students to become more confident when they are asked to

participate in the classroom. As (60%) declared  that deficient vocabulary, fear of making

mistakes and low level of self- esteem are the main reasons ,while 40% stated that the main

causes are deficient vocabulary and fear of making mistakes, also some teachers claimed

that there are other reasons that cause low level of confidence which are:

- shyness

- anxiety

- lack of practice

- previous experiences

Section Four:  Speaking Skill and Self- confidence

Q10: Being confident helps the students improve their speaking abilities?

Option Subjects Percentage

Yes 08 80

No 02 20

Total 10 100
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Table 24: Teachers’ Opinion about the Importance of Self- confidence in Enhancing

Students’ Speaking Abilities

Figure24: Teachers’ Opinion about the Importance of Self-confidence in

Enhancing Students’ Speaking Abilities

The main objective of this question is to review whether or not self – confidence helps

learners to improve their speaking abilities.  The majority of teachers 80% declared that

self- confidence is an important psychological factor that boosts students’ speaking skill,

while 20 % said that it is not important. This clarifies the participants’ awareness about the

impact of being confident on the students’ oral skills.

Q11: Do you raise your students’ attention towards the importance of developing their

confidence to speak the English language?
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Option Subjects Percentage

Yes 07 70

No 03 30

Total 10 100

Table 25: Teachers’ Role  in raising Students’ Self- confidence

Figure 25: Teachers’ Role  in raising Students’ Self- confidence

The figure demonstrates that the majority of teachers (70%) drive their students’ attention

towards the importance of raising their own confidence to speak the English language,

while (30%) claimed that they do not do that because they think that it is the responsibility

of the students themselves to be aware.

The respondents who help their students to work for their confidence justified their

answer as follows:
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-Confidence is one of the main aspects of improving the language, so it is

important to build it up.

-Low self- confidence affects students’ performance in the classroom.

-Obviously, one has to stress the fact that speaking requires confidence , so as to

develop one’s oral abilities and reaches better level in speaking skill.

-Students are experted to be future teachers, so it is very important for them to

improve their confidence in speaking the English language.

-Students need to feel confident this help them to express themselves freely and to

develop their speaking skills.

Q12: How do you encourage your students to be confident in themselves?

Teachers stated that they encourage their students to be more confident by giving them

positive feedback, involving them in tasks and push them to speak.

_Applying different kinds of oral activities for example Role plays

_Providing students with an appropriate atmosphere

_Encouraging peer feedback which gives students more confidence compared to teachers’

feedback.

Q13: Among these strategies which you think help in raising the student’ confidence?

a. Using various oral activities

b. Using positive feedback

c. Using pair or group work
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d. Using humour

Option Subjects Percentage%

B +c+ d 03 30%

A+ c 05 50%

B+ c 02 20%

Total 10 100%

Table26:  Strategies of Raising the Students’ Self- confidence

Figure26: Strategies of Raising the Students’ Self-confidence
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As it is shown in the up figure, there are different choices picked by the

respondents concerning their preferences of the mentioned strategies to raise their

students’ self- confidence. Teachers select more than one choice in which(50%)

picked using  various oral activities and group work, (30%)  opted for using

positive feedback? adopting pair or group work and using humour. Whereas, the

rest (20%)  of the participants chose using positive feedback and group work as the

best strategies that aid the students to gain confidence.

Some teachers mentioned some other strategies like:

- Telling students successful stories about people who went up from the bottom to top,

giving them opportunities to speak.

- Giving them freedom to choose the topic that interest them, as this will allow them to

speak more in the classroom.

2.9. Discussion of the results of the teachers’ questionnaire

The analysis of teachers’ questionnaire highlights teachers’ attitudes towards the

importance of raising students’ self- confidence in enhancing their speaking skill.

Obviously, the majority of teachers who participated in the research affirmed that self-

confidence is a very important psychological factor that affects the process of learning a

foreign language. In addition, most of teachers implement different activities to motivate

the students and find interesting tasks that encourage the students to speak confidently in

front of them and their classmates like: Oral presentation, debates, communicative games

and role plays.
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Moreover, most of the respondents pointed that their students are not confident

enough when they are required to speak, according to them this goes back to the low of

self-esteem, fear of making mistakes, deficient vocabulary, shyness and anxiety .However,

teachers always try to encourage their students to be confident and making them feel

worthy, giving them positive feedback.

To conclude, the findings of teachers’ questionnaire revealed that oral expression

teachers who participated in the questionnaire agreed that self- confidence is a crucial

factor that needs attention and care from both teachers and students via various strategies

and techniques like using cooperative learning, pair work, adopting positive feedback that

would improve the students’ speaking skill.

Conclusion

The second chapter covers the tool of research that is used, which is a qualitative since

two questionnaires were used to collect data. The analysis of these questionnaires reveals

that both teachers and students have positive attitudes towards the effective role that

confidence plays in improving and mastering the speaking skill. The data collected

demonstrate that the majority of the EFL students who participated in the questionnaire do

not have a satisfying level and when they are required to speak they cannot express

themselves well because they lack vocabulary, they have a low level of self-esteem, they

feel anxious and shy. Hence, teachers should help them to feel confident and take part in

the classroom.
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General Conclusion

Speaking is the more desired skill that most EFL learners want to master

because via this skill they can express themselves, communicate their ideas, interact

with each other….so on. Speaking skill reflects their mastery of the whole language.

However, attaining this productive skill seems to be a difficult task for a large number

of students, as speaking in front of other classmates and teachers needs some level of

confidence.

The present study is assumed to shed light on the importance of raising second

year EFL learners’ self- confidence to enhance their speaking skill. The analysis of the

two questionnaires revealed that both oral expression teachers and students have

positive attitudes towards the role of self- confidence in improving the student’

speaking skill. The obtained results from the students’ questionnaire showed that the

majority of EFL students are not confident enough when they speak, and that there are

many reasons behind this weakness. Their deficiency in vocabulary and their fear of

making mistakes and low self-esteem are some of the causes.

Besides, the results of teachers’ questionnaire   showed that teachers agree that high

level of self-confidence leads to the improvement of oral production, and that there are

some strategies that can be implemented to help the students gain confidence on
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themselves like using pair and group work, encouraging them to take part through the

use of positive feedback.

To conclude, being confident is very important, it would be better if both EFL

teachers and students work together to raise it because if they are confident their

speaking will be developed.
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Limitations of the Study

In this research two questionnaires were used as a data collection tool because

of the time constraint. So, it would be better if an observation or an experiment are

used to get more reliable results.

As we know we can generalize the findings if the sample on whom the

research is conducted is large, but because of the absences of the students, the research

was conducted on small sample. Besides, sources about self-confidence are limited

which make us not able to give more details that would benefit the work.

Recommendations

On the basis of the obtained outcomes, it is recommended for other future

researches to use an experimental procedure or observation to better investigate the

importance of raising EFL learners’ self –confidence in enhancing their speaking skill for

the purpose of obtaining more reliable results because the questionnaire can be considered

as a complementary tool, better than depending on it as a main tool.

A research could be done to investigate the effect of using one of the suggested

strategies that help improve the students’ confidence, and then boost their speaking abilities

as for instance cooperative work or using positive feedback in an experimental study,

where we can have an experimental group that would receive the treatment and a control

group that would not receive any treatment.
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A research can also be tackled as checking the usefulness of raising the EFL

students’ confidence in improving one particular activity in the speaking skill, that is oral

presentation, which really needs a good level of self-esteem and self-confidence.
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Students’ Questionnaire

Dear students

This questionnaire is a tool to gather data about the role and the importance of raising self -

confidence in enhancing EFL learners’ speaking skill. The case of this research is second

year EFL students. We would be happy and grateful if you could help us by answering the

following questions.

Please putin front of the appropriate answer.

Larbi Ben M’hidi University, Oum EL Bouaghi

Faculty of Letters and Languages

Department of English

Miss Djohra Khemmoume
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Section one: Background knowledge

Q1: Age

Q2: Gender

Male                                      Female

Q3: Studying English is personal choice:

Yes No

Q4: How is your level in English?

a .Very good

b. Good

c . Average

d . Weak

Section Two: the Speaking skill

Q5: Do you think that speaking skill is important in mastering the English language?

Yes No

If   yes justify your answer please

………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………
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Q6: Mastering speaking skill is reflected through classroom participation in the oral

activities

Strongly Agree Agree                                  Strongly Disagree

Disagree                                              Neutral

Q7: How often do you participate in oral activities ?

a. Always                          b. Sometimes                      c. Rarely                       d. Never

If your choice is b, c or d answer the following question

Q8: Do you face difficulties when you speak English language?

Yes No

Section three: Self- confidence

Q9: Do you think that being confident is an important factor in learning the foreign

language?

Yes No

Q10: Do you always feel confident when you speak in front of your teacher and your

classmates?

Yes                                                         No

If no what are the reasons behind having low level of confidence in yourself?

a. Deficient vocabulary

b. Low self- esteem
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c. Fear of making mistakes

Others please specify

………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

Section Four: Speaking skill and self – confidence

Q11: Do you think that having confidence in yourself helps you improve your speaking

ability?

Yes                                                                    No

Please justify your answer………………………………………………………………..

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Q12: Teachers play an important role in raising their students’ level of confidence

Strongly agree                                  Agree                           Strongly disagree

Disagree Neutral

Q13: What are the effective strategies that can be applied to raise the student’ level of

confidence.

a. Using various oral activities

b.Using positive feedback

c. Using humour while teaching
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Others, please specify

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………….

Q14: Do you think that working in pairs or in groups help you raise your self -confidence

Yes                                                   No

Q15: Please you may add any further information concerning the importance of raising

self – confidence in enhancing EFL learners’ speaking skill

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

Thank you for your collaboration
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APPENDIX02

TEACHERS’ QUESTIONNAIRE
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Teachers’ Questionnaire

Dear Teachers

This questionnaire is a data collection to investigate the importance of raising self-

confidence in enhancing EFL students’ speaking skill. We would be happy and grateful if

you could answer the following questions in order to reach my goal.

Please tick  the appropriate answer.

Larbi Ben M’hidi University, Oum EL Bouaghi

Faculty of Letters and Languages

Department of English

Miss Djohra khemmoume
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Section one:  Background Knowledge

Q1.Gender:

Male                                                                     Female

Q2. Degrees’ held

a. Master

b. Magister

c. Doctorate

Q3. How long have you been teaching oral expression?

………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

Section Two:  Speaking Skill

Q4: How do you evaluate your students’ level in Oral performance?

a.Very good

b.good

c. average

d. weak

Q5: What are the speaking activities that you apply when you teaching oral session?

a. Debates and discussion
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b. Role play

c. Communicative games

d. Listening tasks

Others, please specify

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

Q6. Do you see that the aforementioned activities help students to participate in

classroom?

Yes                                                            No

Q7. Are you satisfied about your students’ participation in the oral activities?

Yes                                                               No

If  No please justify your answer

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………..

Section Three:  Self-confidence

Q8. Being confident helps the students improve their English language?

Strongly agree                       Agree                   Strongly disagree

Disagree Neutral
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Q9. Do you think that your students are confident enough when they are required to speak

in front of you and their classmates?

Yes                                              No

If No, What are the reasons behind having low level of confidence in their speaking

abilities?

a. Deficient vocabulary

b. Fear of making mistakes

c. Low self- esteem

Others, please specify

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Section four: Speaking skill and Self-confidence

Q10: Being confident helps the students improve their speaking skill?

Yes No

Q11: Do you raise your students’ attention towards the importance of developing their

confidence to speak the English language?

Yes                                                  No

If yes. Please explain
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………………………………………………………………………………………………

…...…………………………………………………...............................................................

Q12: How do you encourage your students to be confident in themselves?

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

Q13: Among these strategies which you think help in raising the students ’confidence?

a. Using various oral activities

b. Using positive feedback

c. Using pair or group work

d. Using humour

Others, please specify

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………..

Thank you for your collaboration
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Résumé

La présente étude vise a examiner les attitudes des enseignants et des étudiants a l’égard de

l’importance d’accroitre la confiance en soi des étudiants d’anglais dans l’amélioration de

leur aptitude a parler. Cette recherche a suivi une méthode descriptive,

utilisant un questionnaire comme un outil de collecte de données. Le questionnaire a été

adressé à 10 professeurs d'expression orale et 34 étudiants de deuxième année au

Département d'anglais de L'Université Larbi Ben M'hidi. Les données obtenues démontrent

que la confiance en soi a un grand impact sur la capacité d'expression orale des étudiants et

qu'elle est considérée comme l'un des facteurs psychologiques efficaces qui affectent la

performance orale des élèves. Sur la base de ces résultats, l'hypothèse est confirmée, et il a

été prouvé que la confiance en soi est un facteur important qui facilite la maîtrise de la

parole.
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صــــــــــــــالملخ

تھدف الدراسة الحالیة إلى التحقیق والتعرف على موقف األساتذة والطلبة اتجاه دور وأھمیة الثقة بالنفس لطلبة اللغة 

اعتمدت ھذه الدراسة على المنھج الوصفي وتقدیم استبیانین لمجموعة متكونة من .اإلنجلیزیة في تحسین مھارة التحدث

عشرة أساتذة وھم أساتذة التعبیر الشفھي والثاني استھدف طلبة السنة الثانیة من قسم اللغة اإلنجلیزیة الذي یتراوح 

لثقة بالنفس لھا تأثیر كبیر على طالبا في جامعة العربي بن مھیدي . أظھرت النتائج المتحصل علیھا أ ن ا34عددھم 

مھارة التحدث للطلبة . وتعتبر الثقة بالنفس أحد العوامل النفسیة الفعالة والتي تؤثر على األداء الشفھي للطلبة . وعلى 

.س عامل مھم في تطویر مھارة التحدثوأیضا تم التأكید بأن الثقة بالنفضوء ھذه النتائج تم تأكید الفرضیة .


